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We experimentally study the formation and evolution of threads containing more viscous liquids
surrounded by less viscous, immiscible liquids through hydrodynamic focusing in square
microchannels. Over a large range of viscosities and interfacial tensions, five characteristic regimes
of flow behavior are identified: threading, jetting, dripping, tubing, and displacement. We locate the
boundaries between these regimes on a flow map based on the capillary number of each fluid. In the
jetting and the dripping regimes, the droplet size is measured and related to fluid properties, flow
parameters, and geometry. The critical thread length before jetting droplets and the critical length of
a viscous tail before breakup in dripping are also examined. This study classifies and defines
regimes of thread instabilities that can be used to produce supra- and subchannel size viscous
droplets in an elementary microfluidic geometry. © 2008 American Institute of Physics.
�DOI: 10.1063/1.2911716�

I. INTRODUCTION

A wide variety of instabilities can arise when streams of
miscible and immiscible liquids interact.1,2 Depending on the
thermodynamic properties of the liquids, the driving stresses,
and the flow geometries, a host of dynamic instabilities can
result from many different physical mechanisms. A large
number of these instabilities have been classified and identi-
fied. For instance, a fingering �i.e., “Saffman–Taylor”� insta-
bility can occur when a less viscous liquid is injected into a
region containing a more viscous liquid at rest. Another com-
mon instability is the capillary �i.e., “Rayleigh”� instability
that arises when a cylindrical thread or jet of one liquid is
formed in an immiscible fluid. Surface tension drives an in-
terfacial instability that creates varicose undulations of the
thread, ultimately overcoming viscosity or inertia to cause
the thread to break up into droplets. The capillary instability
of jets, threads, and isolated droplets has been extensively
studied and is the basis for creating emulsions, dispersions of
droplets of one liquid in a different immiscible liquid.3–6

Amphiphilic surfactant molecules are usually present at
small amounts in most emulsion formulations to inhibit the
coalescence of newly formed droplets after the capillary in-
stability has occurred. Surface flows of surfactant can induce
variations in surface tension �i.e., the “Marangoni effect”�,
which can substantially alter the interfacial morphology and
sizes of the resulting droplets.4 For instance, when surfactant
molecules are concentrated at the end of a droplet, “tip
streaming” can occur.7,8 In addition to these classic instabili-
ties, other instabilities, including the folding9 and swirling10

instabilities of viscous threads flowing in a less viscous mis-
cible liquid, can be induced in microfluidic channels.

The development of micro- and nanotechnologies has

facilitated the precise manufacturing of microfluidic
devices.11–13 When combined with high-speed imaging, mi-
crofluidics offers a wealth of opportunities for fluid experi-
mentalists as well as the possibility of exploring flow re-
gimes that were previously difficult to access. In particular,
direct observations of multiphase flows in porouslike media
have received considerable attention during the past
decade.14–22 Recently, microfluidic investigations have re-
vealed the possibility of forming transitory dispersions of
viscous miscible liquids by using continuous flows.10 Among
the practical advantages of microfluidics are the precise con-
trol of geometries, the possibility of readily investigating the
influence of fluids physicochemical properties on the flow,
the ability of exploring short flow time scales and high strain
rates, and the strong attenuation of the stresses due volume
forces such as inertia and gravity. A result of microscale
miniaturization, surface-to-volume ratios are large, and flows
naturally emphasize phenomena associated with viscosity,
interfacial tension, and wetting.

Droplet formation has been widely studied in various
microgeometries, such as microchannel arrays,23–25

T-sections,26–29 hydrodynamic focusing,30 membrane
emulsification,31 flow focusing,32–35 and concentric
injection.36,37 Droplet production in microsystems using con-
tinuous flows generally provides the advantage of generating
a high degree of monodispersity among droplets. This prop-
erty is particularly appealing since most industrial methods
generally provide only emulsions that have a substantial
polydispersity in the sizes of the droplets. Often, this is due
to a lack of uniformity in the flow fields used to rupture
droplets in typical emulsification vessels and mixing
systems.38 Although classic emulsions are generally com-
prised of microscale droplets, recent advances in applying
extreme flows have provided methods for mass-producing
“nanoemulsions” comprised of sub-100 nm droplets through
capillary instabilities.39–41
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Most studies of droplet generation in microfluidic de-
vices involve rather complex geometries that are character-
ized by at least two length scales in the mixing section.
Variation between different specific devices generally makes
it difficult to compare the results obtained by using them.
Below the macroscopic scale, the effect of viscosity on mul-
tiphase flow has been studied for a relatively small viscosity
ratio;42 it is usually neglected for larger systems, mainly due
to the difficulty in creating reproducible conditions over the
time scales that can be reasonably accessed in a laboratory-
scale experiment. However, the interplay between viscosity
effects and geometry is crucial in the context of probing the
rheology of multiphase flows, non-Newtonian liquids, and
complex fluids in microfluidic systems.43–46 Due to the com-
plexities of the phenomena, one must pay special attention to
the geometries and their associated flow regimes that also
strongly depend on fluid properties and flow parameters. Ul-
timately, understanding and controlling phenomena associ-
ated with large viscosity contrasts, and even nonlinear vis-
coelasticity, will make it possible to precisely manipulate
soft materials comprised of reactive solvents and solutes in
microgeometries.

Here, we study the interplay between viscosity and in-
terfacial tension effects on the formation of Newtonian
threads and droplets by hydrodynamic focusing47 into square
microchannels, covering a large range of viscosity contrasts
that is unprecedented. The geometry we use is highly sym-
metric and characterized by channels having identical square
cross sections with a single edge length. Over a broad range
of fluid properties and flow parameters, five distinct flow
regimes, including threading, jetting, dripping, tubing, and
displacement, are located on a flow map based on two cap-
illary numbers, one associated with the more viscous liquid
and the other associated with the less viscous liquid. The
identification of the critical capillary number at which inter-
facial and viscous effects balance as well as the study of
“stable” threads, corresponding to the two-fluid primary
flows, provide us with a strong rationale for investigating
jetting and dripping instabilities. In particular, we derive
scaling laws related to supra- and subchannel droplet forma-
tion. Moreover, we measure the critical thread length before
droplets are formed through jetting, and we determine the
critical length of a viscous tail before breakup in dripping.
Besides establishing quantitative relationships that will be
useful in many practical microfluidic applications, this study
provides a detailed understanding of the influence of interfa-
cial tension effects on viscous fluid microtransport, and it
clarifies the role of the outer and the inner viscosity on thread
and droplet formation in microfluidic flows.

II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

A. Microfluidic system

We use a compact hydrodynamic focusing geometry,47

which consists of four microchannels with square cross sec-
tions of identical width h that intersect at right angles, form-
ing a “cross channel.” Into the inlet channel, liquid 1 �L1�
having viscosity �1 is introduced at the volumetric flow rate
Q1 far away from the intersection. At the inlet of each side

channel, liquid 2 �L2� having viscosity �2 is symmetrically
introduced at a rate Q2 /2. As a result, L2 hydrodynamically
focuses L1 in the center of the outlet channel. By contrast to
other microfluidic geometries, the symmetric hydrodynamic
focusing geometry presents the advantage of having a cross
section that can be characterized by only one length scale h
that is readily accessible over a wide range �0.5�h
�500 �m� by using silicon-based microfabrication tech-
niques.

We fabricate hard microfluidic modules out of glass and
silicon. A double-side polished silicon wafer �h=100 �m
thick� is patterned by using microlithographic techniques,
and microchannel designs are etched through with a deep
reactive ion etching process. Each side of a microchannel is
then anodically bonded to a slide of borosilicate glass, pro-
ducing a glass/silicon/glass sandwich structure that provides
optical access suitable for imaging microflows.18 This bond-
ing process provides very robust sealing, especially for sol-
vents with low surface tension. In addition, these hard mi-
crochannels offer excellent chemical resistance, do not
deform or separate under high-pressure flows, and are not
porous. We create a cross channel consisting of a perpen-
dicular intersection of four straight channels. Liquids are in-
jected at constant flow rates by using syringe pumps. A fiber
light is placed on one side of the module to provide sufficient
illumination for high-speed imaging by using a camera
equipped with a high-magnification stage and lens, located
on the opposite side. Since the top and bottom walls are
made of borosilicate glass and the two sidewalls are made of
silicon, all wall materials have nearly the same wetting prop-
erties with the fluids used in this study.

B. Fluids

We use the following fluids: silicone oils �polydimethyl-
siloxane �PDMS��, glycerol, isopropanol, ethanol, and aque-
ous and ethylic mixtures of glycerol. Glycerol mixtures are
prepared to assess the influence of intermediate �1, �2 and
�12 on two-fluid microflows. The viscosity ranges in cP are
50��1�1214 and 0.82��2�50. The interfacial tension
range is 1.5��12�30.4 mN m−1. All liquids are Newtonian
and their viscosities have been measured by using tube vis-
cometers. Interfacial tensions are determined by using the
du-Nouy ring48 and the combined capillary rise methods.49

Based on the values of �12, we define three groups of fluid
pairs: G1 for low �12�2 mN m−1 with PDMS oil in a con-
tinuous phase of ethanol or isopropanol �“oil-in-water” type�;
G2 for intermediate �12�8 mN m−1 with ethanol-glycerol
mixture in a continuous phase of PDMS �“water-in-oil”
type�; and G3 for large �12�30 mN m−1 with various water-
glycerol mixtures in a continuous phase of PDMS �“water-
in-oil” type�. Material properties of these pairs are shown in
Table I.

For low �12 �G1�, droplets and threads of L1 can wet the
microchannels walls for small capillary numbers Ca �see also
Sec. VII C�. For intermediate to large �12 �G2 and G3�, L2 is
composed of PDMS oil, which strongly wets the microchan-
nel walls, thereby inhibiting L1 from significantly wetting
the walls. Besides wetting, no difference between oil-in-
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water and water-in-oil types of emulsification are observed
since no surfactants are used in this study. By varying the
fluid pairs and the flow rates �0.1�Qi�200 �1 /min� at
fixed h, we gather a comprehensive set of observations cov-
ering capillary numbers Cai=�iJi /�12, where Ji=Qi /h2 is the
superficial velocity of liquid Li and i is the integer index, that
overlap and span more than six decades from 10−5 to 101.

III. FLOW MAP

A typical flow map based on the two capillary numbers
of each liquid in a pair �G3B: glycerol and PDMS� is dis-
played in Fig. 1. We find five typical regimes: �a� threading,
�b� jetting, �c� dripping, �d� tubing, and �e� displacement. The
threading regime corresponds to a thread that is stable over a
distance L=20h �i.e., L�h� from the hydrodynamic focusing

section. The jetting regime corresponds to a thread that emits
droplets at a distance L�20h from the focusing section. In
microfluidic circuits, threading is clearly distinguishable
from jetting, as illustrated in the “microfluidic aquarium,”50

where capillary threads display unique morphologies. Here,
when differentiating these two flow behaviors, we choose the
cutoff distance to be 20h, measured from the downstream
end of the cross-channel junction, since it corresponds to the
regime L�h and is readily accessible by our typical experi-
mental field of view. The dripping regime occurs when the
cap formed by L1 stays in the junction after the breakup.
Jetting and dripping regimes have been extensively studied
for a faucet under gravity in air51,52 as well as in other mi-
crofluidic geometries.35–37 The tubing regime is mainly vis-
cous stress controlled and corresponds to a viscous core that

TABLE I. Physicochemical properties of pairs of liquids �L1 and L2�: �1 and �2 are corresponding viscosities,
�=�1 /�2 is the viscosity ratio, and �12 is the interfacial tension. For L1 marked by ���, the volume percentage
of glycerol in the mixture is given. All properties are measured at room temperature.

Pair L1 �1 �cP� L2 �2 �cP� � �12 �mN m−1� Symbol

G1A PDMS oil 500 Isopropanol 2.23 224 2.2 �
G1B ¯ 100 ¯ 2.23 45 2.2 �

G1C ¯ 50 ¯ 2.23 22 2.0 �

G1D ¯ 500 Ethanol 1.16 431 1.7 �

G1E ¯ 50 ¯ 1.16 43 1.5 �

G2A Ethanol-glycerol 70* 110 PDMS Oil 0.82 134 7.2 �

G2B ¯ 110 ¯ 4.59 24 8.4 �

G3A Glycerol 1214 PDMS Oil 0.82 1484 26.6 �

G3B ¯ 1214 ¯ 4.59 264 27.0 �

G3C ¯ 1214 ¯ 50 24 27.0 �

G3D Water-glycerol 92* 360 ¯ 0.82 440 28.2 �

G3E Water-glycerol 80* 77 ¯ 0.82 94 30.4 	

FIG. 1. �Color online� Typical capillary number-based flow map with flow patterns: �a� threading ���, �b� jetting ���, �c� dripping ���, �d� tubing ���, �e�
viscous displacement ���. fluid pair: G3B.
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invades most of the cross section of the outlet channel. The
displacement regime is characterized by L1 invading the side
channels of L2, causing a viscous finger to form and coun-
terflow. Although we initially attempted to produce a “uni-
versal” flow map, differences between capillary number-
based transitions and viscous stress-based transitions
preclude the creation of a single simple map that is valid for
all pairs. We present a single representative map of the tran-
sitions in flow behavior in Fig. 1 because this map gives
relatively equal importance to each regime and type of tran-
sition. After presenting this map, we focus on describing the
quantitative details of the various physical processes con-
tained within it, recognizing that the detailed location of the
boundaries between different flow regimes may depend on
the particular fluid system.

Relationships between multiphase regimes are typically
shown on a map based on the flow rates �Q1, Q2�. However,
in order to study the influence of physicochemical properties
on the flow, we find the capillary numbers Ca1 and Ca2 to be
more relevant. Indeed, as we independently vary each param-
eter Ji, �i, and �12, over at least one order of magnitude, we
find that transitions between dripping and either jetting or
threading always occurs around the critical value Ca1c

�10−1. This value is not constant and depends on Ca2 �Fig.
1�. The idea of a critical capillary number Cac is conceptu-
ally very important because it quantitatively sets the cross-
over between capillary-dominated flows and viscosity-
dominated flows. Since Cac�10−1 is found in many other
systems,35,53 observations suggest universality of this cross-
over.

IV. CAPILLARY THREADS

When Ca1�10−1, the more viscous liquid L1 is focused
and encapsulated by the less viscous liquid L2 in the center
of the outlet square microchannel. In the cross itself, the
contact line between L1 and L2 and the microchannel’s glass
walls can be seen in Fig. 2, inset. After detaching from the
walls, the L1-L2 interface is strongly deformed before the
newly formed thread reaches a constant shape after a few h.

The natural lubrication of a more viscous liquid by a less
viscous one reduces viscous dissipation and is readily en-
hanced in microfluidics due to strong confinement. This phe-
nomenon, specific to the large viscosity ratio �=�1 /�2, also
occurs between miscible fluids in microfluidics,9 as well as
in much larger systems, such as lubricated pipelining54 or
volcanic conduits.55

A viscous thread corresponds to a core annular flow in
pluglike flow that is transported by a less viscous outer cof-
lowing fluid. In confined geometries, the case of a thread,
where the more viscous fluid forms the core, significantly
differs from the case of a jet, where the less viscous fluid
forms the core. The flow profile for a jet is parabolic; a jet is
a fast core flowing within a slower sheath. For a fixed diam-
eter 	 and a fixed sheath velocity, the peak velocity of the
core decreases with the viscosity ratio �. When �
15, the
core reaches an asymptotic regime,9 which corresponds to a
thread, with a nearly flat velocity profile. Therefore, a vis-
cous thread is transported or extruded by the less viscous
fluid flowing outside.

In Fig. 2, we present measurements of the stable thread
diameter 	 as a function of the flow rate ratio, �=Q1 /Q2, for
pairs in each group. We find the following relationship:

	

h
� � Q1

2Q2
�1/2

. �1�

Since 	 does not depend on the viscosities, there is strong
evidence that the thread of L1 is completely surrounded �i.e.,
lubricated� by L2. Since 	 is also independent of �12, the
regime is purely viscous. The scaling in Eq. �1� corresponds
to the asymptotic solution of a small cylindrical thread �	
�1� in a circular tube which has been analytically derived
by simply neglecting �12 in the stress balance at the inter-
face, similar to miscible fluids when diffusion is neglected.56

Our measured scaling extends its range of validity to square
channels with no additional prefactor and up to 	�0.8h.
Since velocity lines in a square channel are quasicircular in
the duct center,57 thin threads far away from the cross chan-
nel are assumed to have a circular cross section and flow
with a spatially constant velocity, estimated by using Eq. �1�
by U1�4Q1 / �	2��8Q2 / �h2�. This important information
about the velocity field has not been available in previous
thread experiments.58 In summary, for “high” capillary num-
bers, Ca1�10−1, interfacial tension can be neglected, and the
lubricated thread configuration is equivalent to the two-fluid
primary flow.

V. JETTING

We observe that threads formed from all immiscible liq-
uid pairs that we have studied undergo a capillary instability
for Ca1
10−1. The growth of axisymmetric varicose defor-
mations ultimately causes the thread to break up into an ar-
ray of droplets.58 In order for varicose deformations to natu-
rally grow, the thread must assume a small shape for wall
effects to be neglected. Figure 3 displays experimental mi-
crographs of the jetting instability for the fluid pair G3C. The

FIG. 2. Stable capillary thread diameter 	 vs flow rate ratio �. Inset: experi-
mental micrograph with arrow showing contact line between L1 and L2 and
glass wall. Fluid pairs: G1A ���, G1B ���, G2B ���, G3A ���, G3B ���,
and G3D ���.
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critical thread length LC before jetting occurs can be adjusted
with the flow rates �Q1, Q2�, which control the time scale of
the flow.

A. Droplet diameter

For pairs in each group, we measure the droplet diameter
d from the micrographs as function of Q1, Q2, �1, �2, and
�12. We find that d collapses on a single master curve which
depends only on the flow rate ratio �=Q1 /Q2 �Fig. 4�,

d

h
� 3.1� Q1

2Q2
�1/2

. �2�

In some cases, bidispersity is observed, and the reported
value of d represents the average diameter. If tiny satellite
droplets are created, then we report only d of the much larger
“mother” droplet. The functional form of d is identical to that
of 	 for a stable thread �Eq. �1��, i.e., proportional to �1/2.
From the micrographs, we measure 	 and find a constant
value of d /	=2.9�0.3 �Fig. 4, inset�. Despite the short
length of the thread, the local stable 	 in the jetting regime is
only in small excess of �� /2�1/2. The scaling in Eq. �2� ap-
pears to be robust until d /h�3. In the case d
h, the drop-
lets are elongated, and we measure d as being the droplet
length along the channel. The transition between spherical
and elongated droplets is smooth in the jetting regime. From
Eq. �2�, the regime of formation of subchannel droplet sizes,
d /h�1, is achieved when ���c, where �c�0.21 is a criti-
cal flow rate ratio.

B. Mode of maximum instability

Over the range of parameters investigated, the droplets
remain quasispherical and the volume of satellite droplets is
typically negligible compared to the volume of a mother
drop. Therefore, the threads’ mode of maximum thread insta-
bility, x=	 /�, where � is the most unstable wavelength,
can be estimated by comparing the volume of a droplet, Vd

=d3 /6, to the volume of a thread of length �, Vt=�	2 /4.
Since d /	�2.9, we find that x�0.19�0.06. According to
linear stability analysis,2 the mode of maximum instability of
a water jet is x=0.697, which correspond to Rayleigh’s op-
timal wavelength, ��9�	 /2�. A shift toward smaller x is

expected when the liquid viscosity increases. For the case of
a thread surrounded by another viscous liquid, Tomotika59

calculated that x takes a maximum of 0.589 when �=0.28
and monotically decreases with �. Examples of these calcu-
lations include x=0.353 when �=20 and x=0.243 when
�=100. When the core viscosity is paramount ��→��,
theory predicts that there is no finite mode of maximum
instability,2,59–61 i.e., x=0. This theoretical result is in good
agreement with the observed behavior of stable falling vis-
cous threads62 stretched by gravity. Here, for a confined
thread flowing at constant velocity and � ranging between 22
and 1484, experimental results show that the mode of maxi-
mum instability saturates around x�0.19. This situation con-
siderably differs from Tomotika’s calculations, which were
performed, however, under the supposition that there were
no general flows in both fluids. Therefore, solving the rela-
tionship between the mode of maximum instability x and the
viscosity contrast � in the presence of shear in the environ-
ment would provide further insights on the behavior of lu-
bricated viscous microthreads.

C. Critical thread length

In the square microchannels, the viscous flow is strongly
laminar and fully developed �Rei«1, where the Reynolds
number Rei=�iQi / ��ih�, with �i being the density associated
with Li�, so inertia is not relevant. In this type of flow, the
time scale over which a viscous thread becomes unstable
should scale with the capillary time:58 tc�	�1 /�12. However,
this time scale assumes that the crossover between capillary
and viscous flows occurs for Ca=1. A more realistic estimate
for the viscous-capillary time is Tc� tc /Cac. For Ca1
Cac,
the instability is convective,63 varicose perturbations develop
near the focusing section and are subsequently advected with
the flow. Under these conditions, the critical thread length is
expected to be Lc�U1Tc. According to the two-fluid primary
flow, the thread velocity is U1�8Q2 / �h2�, which gives

Lc = Cj
�1

�12

8

hCac
�Q1Q2

2
�1/2

, �3�

where Cj is a numerical constant close to unity. For each
fluid pair, we measure Lc,exp and compare to the predicted Lc

FIG. 4. Normalized jetting droplet diameter d vs the flow rate ratio �. Solid
line: d=3.1�� /2�1/2. Inset: ratio d /	 vs �. Solid line: d /	=2.9. Fluid pairs:
G1C ���, G2B ���, G3B ��� G3C ���, G3D ���, G3E �	�.

FIG. 3. Jetting regime. Thread breakup location occurs near fluid junction
and is adjusted with flow rates in �1 /min: �a� Q1=1, Q2=4; �b� Q1=1,
Q2=8; �c� Q1=1, Q2=14; �d� Q1=0.6, Q2=40 �fluid pair: G3C�.
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for Cj =2.1 and Cac=10−1 �Fig. 5�. Although the experimen-
tal results are somewhat scattered, the agreement is reason-
ably good, since the ratio �1 /�12 spans over two decades
between pairs G1D and G3E. In order to obtain comparable
Lc for these pairs, we compensate �1 /�12 by adjusting Q1

and Q2. At least some of the scatter may result from the
assumption that the thread diameter linearly decreases with
time and that nonlinear behaviors58,61 near breakup are ne-
glected. However, we observe no systematic trend or depar-
ture that depends on the viscosity ratio. Here, the outer vis-
cosity �2, which is varied by a factor of 61, does not seem to
be relevant in the process. We find it to be conceptually
interesting that Lc is proportional to the geometric means of
the flow rates Lc� �Q1Q2�1/2, which explains the shape of the
transition from jetting to threading on the flow map �Fig. 1�.

D. Varicose confinement

When threads are thick ��
�c�, varicose deformations
arising from the capillary instability are affected by the pres-
ence of the walls, which provide geometrical
confinement.64,65 Although the thread is free to thin at the
nodes, it cannot grow beyond the channel width h at the
antinodes. As a result, jetting creates complex patterns due to
the difference in drag caused by the obstruction of the chan-
nel flow at the antinodes and the peak velocity at the node.
The natural wave propagation along the viscous core is per-
turbed and Lc becomes nonsteady. Examples of varicose con-
finement are given in Fig. 6. Near �c, the system presents the
same morphology as the coating instability of a rigid fiber66

in which multiple pinch-off points are regularly spaced along
the thread �Fig. 6�a��. This beads-on-a-string structure is
typical of viscoelastic jets,67 such as polymer solutions.68 For
larger �, the system approaches the tubing transition and
capillary waves can travel farther in the channel leading to
bamboo waves.54

VI. DRIPPING

Dripping is characterized by elongated droplets of length
d, which are typically larger than h. We find dripping to
steadily occur for Ca1�10−1 and for Ca2�10−1. Perturba-

tions caused by �12 stay in the reference frame of the cross,
and the breakup process shows the features of an absolute
instability.63 However, contrary to jetting, dripping created
by cross flows is not a free, self-driven breakup phenomenon
since it is largely dictated by flow rates and geometry.

A. Dynamics

Droplet formation by dripping can be divided into five
distinct stages. The first stage corresponds to the displace-
ment of a quasispherical cap formed by L1 in the cross �be-
tween �i� and �ii� in Fig. 7�a��. Since L1 is supplied at Q1, the
initial cap velocity is J1=Q1 /h2 and it is slightly accelerated
by L2 in the cross �Fig. 7�c��. When the cap reaches the edge
of the outlet channel, the flow path of L2 becomes signifi-
cantly obstructed,34,69 and L2 squeezes L1, which experi-
ences a large acceleration before its plateaus near the multi-
phase superficial velocity, J=J1+J2, at the end of the second
stage �between �ii� and �iii� in Fig. 7�a��. In the pinching
stage �iii�–�iv�, L2 works against interfacial tension �12 to
thin the neck between the main droplet and the matrix. For
Ca1�10−1, final breakup occurs at the end of the pinching
stage. The fourth stage occurs at the onset of the viscous
regime �Ca�10−1�: the droplet pulls a thin viscous tail out of
the L1 matrix �v�. The eventual breakup of the tail, which
gives birth to satellite droplets, completes the main cycle
�v�–�vi�. Since satellite droplets are dragged along by the
flow near the peak velocity in the channel center, they soon
catch up with the mother droplet, as can be seen on the
time-space diagram in Fig. 7�b�. The tendency for small
droplets to flow faster than larger ones extends over d
h.
However, due to the importance of the open corners in a
square channel, dissipation in the films between the droplet
and the walls is not predominant, and elongated droplets
flow near the mixture velocity J �Figs. 7�c� and 7�d��.

B. Droplet length

The main droplet length d is determined during the
pinching stage. By assuming a constant droplet velocity,
Ud�J= �Q1+Q2� /h2, d can be estimated to be d�JTpinch,
similar to bubble formation in the same geometry.20 How-
ever, since L1 cannot become a compressible jet, Tpinch

�T2=h3 /Q2, where T2 is the time scale of the flow of L2.
For ��22, we experimentally find that d weakly depends on
�1, which we have varied by a factor of 24, yet d strongly
depends on �2 and �12. Since L1 has a nearly flat velocity

FIG. 6. Examples of microchannel confinement of varicose deformations
�flow rates in �l /min�: �a� Bead-on-a-string structure: Q1=4, Q2=40 �G2A�;
�b� Q1=3, Q2=6 �G3B�; �c� Q1=10, Q2=16 �G3D�.

FIG. 5. Experimental critical thread length Lc,exp before jetting droplets
compared to the prediction of Eq. �3� �solid line�. Fluid pairs: G1C ���,
G1D ���, G2A ���, G2B ���, G3B ���, G3C ���, and G3E �	�.
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profile and is lubricated by L2 at the imposed flow rate Q2,
�1 is not relevant in this process. The stretching of the neck
creates more interfacial area between L1 and L2. As a result,
�12 acts against droplet formation in the dripping regime. On
the contrary, �12 acts in favor of droplet formation in the
jetting regime because the interfacial area of a thread is re-
duced through spatially free varicose deformations. Based on
these insights, we estimate Tpinch�T2 /Ca2 since Tpinch is ex-
pected to be proportional to T2 and inversely proportional to
the ratio of viscous to capillary effects on the flow: Ca2. By
using the volume fraction of L2, �2=Q2 / �Q1+Q2�, we find
the following simplified scaling: d� ��2Ca2�−1. In Fig. 8, we
measure d /h as a function of �2Ca2, and, for all fluid pairs, d
collapses on a single master curve. Although the data for d /h
continuously decrease as �2Ca2 increases, we empirically
identify and define two regions of qualitatively different be-
haviors on opposite sides of a cutoff value of dc /h�2.5,

d

h
� 	2.2 � 10−3��2Ca2�−1 for d 
 2.5h

0.5��2Ca2�−0.17 for d � 2.5h .

 �4�

It is worth noting that the scaling based on �2Ca2 does not
rescale the data on a single master curve when ��15. For
brevity, for the remainder of this discussion, we consider
only the experimental data for ��22. Each region in Eq. �4�
presents some expected and unexpected features. For d

2.5h, the exponent of −1 can be deduced from the simple
analysis above, but the origin of the extremely small factor
of 2.2�10−3 is not yet well understood. For d�2.5h, the
factor of 0.5 is on the order of unity. In this region, the
exponent of −0.17 can be qualitatively understood by argu-
ing that small droplets present more resistance to side flow-
induced breakup �due to the relatively large increase of in-
terfacial area� and that the influence of squeezing stage
cannot be neglected as d→h. The dependency of d on Ca2 is
illustrated in Fig. 8, inset, where �2=0.66 is fixed. Since �2

is constant, the volumes of L1 and L2 are the same in these
three images, and Ca2 increases by a factor of 5. When dis-
played this way, from �a� to �c�, each droplet from an upper
image appears to be divided into two droplets in the image
immediately below it.

C. Viscous tail

When Ca1 approaches 10−1, we observe the persistence
of a tail,70,71 which connects the droplet to the continuous
phase of L1 in the inlet channel and cross. When the tail
becomes thin enough, it breaks into an array of satellite drop-
lets, the size and distribution of which depend on the length
of the tail at breakup, lc. The tail is clearly reminiscent of the
primary flow: at the transition to jetting and threading, a
small increase in Ca1 stabilizes the tail, which then matures
into a locally stable thread. As a droplet of L1 emerges and
begins to move downstream, it pulls out a tail and remains
connected to the liquid L1 in the inlet channel. The liquid L1
is flowing in the tail and is feeding the droplet from its ma-

FIG. 7. Dynamics of dripping: �a� Time series of a cycle of viscous droplet
formation: �i�–�ii� cap displacement, �ii�–�iii� cap squeezing, �iii�–�iv� pinch-
ing, �v� tail stretching, and �vi�–�vii� complete breakup. �b� Time-space dia-
gram of �a� with corresponding events taken along the centerline of the
channel. �c� Front velocity of a small droplet, d /h�1.16, during breakup
�flow rates in �l /min�: Q1=0.3, Q2=4 �fluids pair: G3C�. �d� Front velocity
of a large droplet, d /h�2.48, during breakup: Q1=3, Q2=6 �fluids pair:
G3D�. The arrow indicates the end of the pinching stage.

FIG. 8. Normalized droplet length d /h vs �2Ca2. Line �i�: d /h=2.2
�10−3��2Ca2�−1, line �ii�: d /h=0.5��2Ca2�−0.17. Fluids pairs: G1A ���, G1C
���, G1D ���, G1E ���, G2A ���, G2B ���, G3A ���, G3B ���, G3C
���, G3D ���, and G3E �	�. Inset: effect of Ca2 for fixed volume fraction:
�2=2 /3 �flow rates in �l /min� �a� Q1=1, Q2=2; �b� Q1=5, Q2=10; �c�
Q1=25,Q2=50 �fluid pair: G3E�.
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trix in the cross channel. To some extent, the tail is analogous
to an umbilical cord linking the matrix to the droplet. How-
ever, droplets with long tails also resemble comets �Fig. 9,
inset� from which satellites are formed, which suggests a
celestial analogy. For a constant droplet velocity, Ud�J, the
length of the tail at breakup, lc, is estimated by lc�JTc,t,
where Tc,t=�1h / ��12Cac� is the critical capillary time asso-
ciated with the tail. Here, h /2 is arbitrarily chosen instead of
	 because the tail is continuously thinning after the pinching
stage without reaching a stable configuration. The previous
argument gives

lc

h
= Ct

�1

�12Cac

Q1 + Q2

2h2 , �5�

where Ct is a numerical constant close to unity. In Fig. 9, we
measure lc,exp for each fluid pair and find an excellent agree-
ment with lc
h for Ct=1.0 and Cac=10−1. It is remarkable
that Ct is essentially unity despite the complexity of the phe-
nomenon and the simplicity of our scaling argument. For
relatively low Ca1, tail breakup occurs at the tip of the matrix
of L1 in the cross. When Ca1�Cac, some interfacial pertur-

bations are convected along with the first breakup location.
Characteristic to capillary breakup in a viscous environment,
the shape of the tail resembles a double cone on either side of
the pinching region.72,73 The development of the perturba-
tions and the pinching location strongly affect the size and
the distribution of satellite droplets. The dynamics of satellite
droplet formation is particularly interesting for producing
tiny droplets; it is strongly affected by the presence of
surfactant.35 In our case, a large number of satellite droplets
are produced for long tails �Fig. 9, inset�. A part of the tail
can recede back into the main droplet or the matrix. Persis-
tent viscous tails are also observed in the jetting regime,
which introduce some fluctuations in the jetting location. On
contrary, in the dripping regime, the tail is linked to a spa-
tially fixed matrix and satellite droplet production is steadier.

VII. TUBING, DISPLACEMENT, AND WETTING

A. Tubing

Several other physical properties can affect the forma-
tion of threads and droplets. The threading, jetting, and drip-
ping regimes are bounded by the tubing regime �Fig. 10�a��.
Tubing occurs when the viscous stress, �1=�1Q1 /h3, associ-
ated with the flow of L1, is comparable to the viscous stress,
�2=�2Q2 /h3, associated with the flow of L2. This regime
corresponds to filling almost the entire outlet channel’s cross
section with L1. In this case, the viscous flow of the core
liquid cannot be assumed to be circular but rather square
with rounded corners. Tubing is analogous to “dry flow” that
has been observed by using liquid/gas pairs18 in square mi-
crochannels. Dry flow is characterized by a local drying of
the walls by the gas, which creates steady contact lines that
are parallel to the flow. Tubing is the result of a lubrication
failure of L1 by L2, which flows nearly entirely in the cor-
ners of the square microchannels. We experimentally observe
that this regime is hysteretic. For instance, at the tubing/
threading transition, the two regimes exist for the same input
parameters depending on the history of the system. When �
is increased from the displacement regime �Fig. 10�b��, tub-
ing is persistent; when � is decreased from the threading
regime, the lubricated thread remains persistent. These ob-
servations suggest a transition between the wetting of the

FIG. 9. Critical tail length at breakup, lc, of a viscous droplet vs Eq. �5�.
Fluids: G1A ���, G1C ���, G1D ���, G1E ���, G2A ���, G2B ���, G3B
���, G3D ���, and G3E �	�. Inset: Example of cometlike droplets with
long tails �flow rates in �l /min�: ��a� and �b�� Q1=0.5, Q2=40; �c�
Q1=0.6,Q2=40 �fluids pair: G3C�.

FIG. 10. Examples of flow regimes limiting the steady formation of threads and droplets: �a� Hysteresis between tubing and threading regimes �flow rates in
�l /min�: �i� Q1=0.5, and Q2=4, �ii� Q1=0.5, Q2=10 and �fluid pair: G1A�. �b� Viscous displacement regime �finger of L2 at counterflow with L3�: �i�
Q1=8, Q2=10, �ii� Q1=1, Q2=1.6, �iii� Q1=0.3, Q2=0.2 �G3B�, �iv� Q1=1 and, Q2=0.4 �G3D�. �c� Typical wetting behaviors: �i� sticking droplet,
Q1=0.1, Q2=1 �G1D�; stratification: �ii�, Q1=0.2, Q2=2 �iii� Q1=0.2, Q2=1 �G1B�.
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walls with L1 and L2. For a given fluid pair, tubing is a
steady state that can be achieved by controlling the flow
history.

B. Displacement

By contrast to steady tubing, unsteady states are reached
when �1»�2. In this situation, the viscous displacement re-
gime is characterized by L1 invading at least one of the two
side channels into which L2 is injected at the intersection of
the cross �Fig. 10�b��. This situation is an unsteady state
since the invading fingers are eventually pushed back into
the outlet channel, which creates a complex loop due to the
constant mass flux imposed by the syringe pumps. As a result
of the viscous counterflow, asymmetrical growth into side
channels is usually observed, even though both side channels
are each independently fed with L2 at Q2 /2. The other dis-
placement regime, which corresponds to L2 invading the in-
let channel of L1, is reached when �1«�2. These fluid switch-
ing regimes are potentially interesting to study as self-
regulated microsystems that may be useful for chemical
reactions.

C. Wetting

Threads and droplet formation are steady when L1 does
not wet the walls of the outlet channel, i.e., when �1a→,
where �1a is the advancing contact angle inside the droplet
�L1� and the solid wall. This situation is achieved when the
receding contact angle of the liquid matrix �L2� on the walls
�2r, where �2r=−�1a, approaches zero. For partially wet-
ting liquids, this situation is met for a critical Cad, above
which a translating liquid can coat a solid surface with a
film;74 by analogy, translating droplets can leave satellite
droplets behind on the solid surface as well.75 In our system,
Cad plays a major role for small �12 �G1�. Indeed, small
interfacial tensions �12 are obtained between liquids with
comparable surface tensions �, such as silicone oil and alco-
hol. Since L1 and L2 similarly wet solids, a partially wetting
system is formed when they make contact at a solid wall
��1��2� /2, where � is the static contact�. For fluids in
group G1, we observe wetting flows when Ca1�Cad�10−2.
The large range of behaviors associated with wetting phe-
nomena has been long identified as a field in itself.76 In our
system, the presence of the contact lines induces a competi-
tion between wetting and lubricating effects. When a droplet
sticks to the walls, it may leave small droplets of higher
curvature on the walls. These droplets could then be col-
lected by the front of the next droplet, e.g., �i� in Fig. 10�c�.
The wetting of the walls by the thread typically results in the
formation of a stratification, the shape of which is hysteretic,
e.g., �ii� and �iii� in Fig. 10�c�. In the presence of surfactant
and surface modifications, numerous other wetting regimes
have been reported for micro-two-phase flows.15,77

VIII. CONCLUSION

We have investigated the formation of viscous threads
and droplets of pairs of immiscible liquids injected in a
highly symmetric hydrodynamic focusing geometry com-

prised of straight microchannels that have square cross sec-
tions. By performing a comprehensive investigation that cov-
ers a large range of fluid properties and flow rates, we have
examined a variety of flow behaviors associated with large
viscosity contrasts. In particular, despite the complexity of
the system, we deduce empirical laws �Eqs. �1�–�5�� that can
be at least qualitatively understood using simple, yet reason-
able, physical arguments. For large viscosity contrasts, we
have clarified the role of the inner and outer viscosities, as
well as the effects of capillarity, on multiphase flows in
square microchannels. For Ca1�Cac, we show that the for-
mation of capillary threads depends only on the flow rate
ratio �. This situation characterizes the two-fluid primary
flow in the system. The identification of primary flow is an
advantage that allows us to deduce the expression for the
critical thread length Lc before jetting. Jetting allows for the
production of subchannel size droplets, the size of which
depends only on �. In addition, we demonstrate that the
mode of maximum instability of a confined viscous threads
flowing at constant velocity saturates at a fixed value x
=0.19. We investigate the dynamics of the dripping regime,
and we find that the key dimensionless parameter �2Ca2 al-
lows us to rescale the droplet size produced by using all fluid
pairs onto a master curve. In the dripping regime, we show
that the droplet length does not depend on �1. We investigate
the persistence and the critical length lc of a viscous tail that
gives rise to satellite droplets. Finally, we briefly describe the
regimes that limit the formation of threads and droplets. This
study provides a means for producing supra- and subchannel
size viscous droplets through a variety of mechanisms result-
ing from continuous flows.

From a practical point of view, this investigation shows
that viscous droplet and thread formation strongly depend on
the values of capillary number for each phase Ca1 and Ca2

compared to the critical capillary, Cac�10−1, at which vis-
cous and capillary stresses balance. Below Cac, the dripping
regime allows for creating monodisperse arrays of su-
prachannel size droplets. Near Cac, slender viscous structures
become persistent and a viscous tails appear behind dripping
droplets. The breakup of the tail produces complex arrays of
satellite droplets, the typical size of which is below the chan-
nel size h. The resulting flow pattern is composed of su-
prachannel size droplets, i.e., dripping droplets, and subchan-
nel size droplets, i.e., satellite droplets. Above Cac, the
jetting regime occurs and allows for steadily producing sub-
channel size droplets at adjustable locations. Compared to
the dripping regime with viscous tails, the jetting regime is
advantageous for forming small droplets with a high rate of
production and in the absence of large droplets. When
Ca1�Cac, the threading regime occurs. The continuous for-
mation of viscous capillary objects can be hindered by wet-
ting �small flow rates� as well as by tubing and displacement
�large flow rate ratios�. These results are obtained by using a
universal hydrodynamic focusing geometry into a square
outlet channel with straight walls. This geometry is charac-
terized by only one length scale h and significantly differs
from a flow-focusing geometry, which includes a constriction
at the entrance of the outlet channel. Here, in the absence of
defocusing effects downstream from a constriction, a study
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of the influence of fluid and flow properties on droplet and
slender viscous structure formation in a square microchannel
is presented.

Our study of the microfluidic confinement of capillary
threads and viscous droplets with Newtonian fluids provides
a basis for studying flow behavior with viscous industrial and
biological fluids. This suggests that viscous complex fluids
such as non-Newtonian polymeric fluids, nanoemulsions,
concentrated surfactant solutions, or gels could be precisely
manipulated with reactive solvent in microfluidic devices.
The understanding of the asymptotical behaviors associated
with flow of viscous fluid pairs in simple geometries also
provides a solid foundation and a framework for unraveling
the various microtransport phenomena in complex and natu-
ral geometries.
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